
  Applications in construction industry education

Properties

Language: Hungarian
Használat: simple
Subject: mathematics

Properties

Language: English
Használat: simple
Subject: construction
engineering, construction
organization knowledge,
building materials

Properties
Language: English
Használat: simple, minimal knowledge of the English
language is required
Subject: statics, structural engineeringProperties

Language: English
Használat: simple, minimal
knowledge of the English language
is required
Subject: structural engineering,
construction engineering,
construction knowledge

Properties

Language: English
Használat: simple
Subject: building materials,
construction engineering

The application is available for download on
Android systems. It offers calculations, tests,
note-taking, and BOQ (Bill of Quantities)
recording.

By providing input data, you can perform
simple area and volume calculations. The app
also provides assistance in various construction
quantity surveying tasks (e.g., concrete, paint,
earthwork).

The tests are multiple-choice, serving to assess
existing knowledge.

In the BOQ document, you can record a project,
where you can enter the necessary materials,
data, and work processes for the project.

Strian is a browser-based application
suitable for performing simpler structural
calculations. In the program, you can record
the cross-sectional dimensions and material
qualities of structural elements. Required
supports, hinges, and loads acting on the
structure can be specified. After running the
calculation, you can evaluate the diagrams of
normal force, shear force, and bending
moment, as well as the shape of deflection.

The app is downloadable for phones and
accessible from a web browser as well. By
creating a profile, the two interfaces are
interconnected.

The app can be used for creating
architectural drawings. You can make plans
by drawing, scanning with your phone's
camera, or using a laser distance measurer.

In the created plan, you can set up coverings
and display furniture. You can also add costs
to individual elements, allowing for an
estimation of apartment expenses.

The application is available on smartphones.
It allows solving mathematical problems and
plotting graphs.
The derivation of mathematical problems is
done step by step. Besides simple tasks, the
application is capable of solving
differentiation, integration, and limit
problems.
Tasks can be typed in manually.
Alternatively, by taking a high-quality photo,
the problem will be automatically
transcribed.

The app is accessible on mobile phones. It
can be interpreted as a textbook, where the
study material is grouped by building
material. Each material is divided into
subsections that can be read in a few
minutes.

Progress can be marked with bookmarks.
Using the search interface, we can search for
topics of interest to us.

The application assists students in their
homework, checking assignments, and
creating practice exercises.

The app aids students in verifying
calculations and compiling project tasks. If
the instructor also uses the application, they
can issue the solutions to tests as homework
assignments.

The program vividly and interactively presents
interior design. It assists in developing a sense
of space and understanding the logic of spatial
transformation through playful means.

The app aids in solving mathematical
problems and checking homework
assignments. It can be used for most
subjects that require extensive calculations.

The application helps in deeper
understanding of the properties of building
materials. Due to its short texts, it is suitable
for maintaining students' attention. It also
aids in learning the English language and
professional English expressions.

Among the listed applications, there are both completely free and partially paid options available. The presented features are accessible free of charge in the long run. 


